ABPCO Testimonials

Don’t just take our word for it..... here is a selection of testimonials taken from the 2020 renewal survey.

‘It is more important than ever that our sector has a unified voice and representation, it is equally important that we have a strong peer network to turn to’

‘The sense of belonging, the support offered by and to other members and the ongoing educational opportunities’

‘Learning from Webinars. Linking with fellow PCOs. Sense of belonging – I am not alone!’

‘Committed to ensuring the ABPCO community is fully relevant in a very changing marketplace and fit for purpose for associations as their go-to experts for virtual, hybrid and f2f meetings long into the future.’

‘Being a member of ABPCO allows me to network with likeminded individuals and learn/share resources and knowledge’

‘ABPCO is my primary source of information and education regarding best practice and current challenges, plus a great network of like-minded peers.’

‘I am delighted to be renewing my ABPCO membership, as it gives me access to a hive of knowledge in the form of other industry professionals. Especially in these difficult times when we are all navigating new event norms, it is especially helpful to learn from others and to feel connected when we don’t have the connection of physical interactions.’

‘The support, knowledge and comradery of other members is why I am renewing and ABPCO membership means that I am part of an organisation that supports, represents and educates Event Organisers.’

‘I feel strongly about being supported and represented by a governing body that has my business interest as their main focus. Driving leadership and pushing all to work to the highest standard.’

‘ABPCO membership creates a valued meeting place for a unique group of experienced event professionals that spans multiple sectors, inhouse and PCO teams, venues and key suppliers to the industry.’

‘ABPCO Membership is hugely important to me, being able to access association event education and signposting to the latest industry trends, being able to share knowledge and experience with industry peers and to benefit from the support of our community. I am committed to renewing my membership and continuing to provide membership to my entire events department as the value is demonstrable.’